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Wonderful teaching tool for interpersonal skills This is a wonderful book for teaching social skills. As a
certified professional in the field I recommend this for anyone who would like to work on social abilities
with a child with Autism Spectrum Disorder, or any child for that matter.. Great book So practical and has
great ideas on teaching the basics Self Help-Communicaton Skills Teach adult and children how to
communicate with other folks and to make business situations better. Previously, I had a company I
worked at purchase this publication for me to use when developing a social skills group. I came across it
extremely straightforward and useful. Three Stars So, So Data? I ordered this book and instantly put it to
great use teaching social skills to clients with severe mental illness. excellent information, explained in a
way i could easily .. It provides great structure and the youngsters respond perfectly to it. I foresee this
book to be a resource in my own clinical 'toolbox' for several years to come! Five Stars Great book of
cultural skill lessons for k-6th for 1’s Speech/language autism caseload. I function in mental health
rehabilitation for older adults. Good solid details. This book is not rehashing old practices into new. I have
worked in the field of developmental disabilities for several years. I have found a lot of the information
helpful not only for myself, however in teaching staff the best methods to help people easily fit into and
connect to others easier. Some of the exercises are better suited to children which are on the spectrum,
but I simply omitted those exercises from my group.. I highly recommend utilizing the group format the
writer outlines. excellent information, explained in a way i possibly could easily understand, examples
granted in a way my 8 year previous could follow. i couldn't ask for a more thorough social skills teaching
book. Great resource! Steps to make and maintain close friends. You may use these skills when texting
friends. Ideal for Social Skills Training This book is an excellent resource for individuals who want to aid
children and young adults with social skills training. It's practical, clear to see, and the illustrations are
excellent. Very valuable for those who need concrete types of the way in which to approach a variety of
social situations. Could possibly be used for children on the autism spectrum, also for any child who could
reap the benefits of practice in social conversation, even those people who are shy. Anyone who lives and
works together with students who've social skills defecits would find this book useful. So much therefore,
that I bought a duplicate for myself after switching careers! Evidence? This is a useful tool for increasing
social skills butthe author will not provide evidence or data relating the scores to same-age, typical peers,
rendering it difficult to learn which skills should be targeted and what age-appropriate skills ought to be
targeted. I ordered this book and immediately place it to good use teaching social skills to customers with
serious mental .. This is the second copy I've ordered due to the frequent use. Great for adults with autism
too This was an excellent purchase. Even though it says for children with Asperger's on the cover, I have
already been able to successfully use it with any child with social skills deficits. You can find clear trim
lessons and activities that cover a variety of topics from how exactly to greet others to requesting
somebody on a date. I would highly recommend this resource.
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